
Dear Expectant Mother,

Before we tell you about ourselves, we want to acknowledge
the myriad of decisions and choices you are facing. Perhaps
your pregnancy was unexpected or unplanned. You being
here, reading these books, tells us one thing—you are
thoughtful and wise and want the best for your child. We
are sure that you are experiencing many emotions and
probably have many questions. Know this—we already
think that you are an amazing human being, and we will
honor whatever decision you make regarding your child.
We would love to support you in this pregnancy and
include both your child and you as part of our family, but
we trust you to make the decisions that are best for you, and
will respect your choices regarding openness.

Our names are Alice and Shannon and we live in
Colorado. We have three biological children named Clara,
Alan, and Levi. We have chosen to homeschool them
because we want to give them the best opportunity to love
God and love others. We love our yorkie-mix dog, Rory,
and our little hamster, Sam. We have a huge extended
family with seven siblings between us, and thirty cousins for
the kids. Our local church family and friend groups are
thrilled to welcome another child.

Alice loves to read, knit, play piano, hike, and kayak, but
homeschooling and taking care of our home keep her busy
as a stay-at-home mom. Shannon is a web developer, and
many of his hobbies revolve around programming, design
projects, LEGO, taking our kids on "dad-ventures," and
tinkering with various musical instruments.

We got married fairly young (ages 20 and 25), and got
pregnant with our first child right away. The life changes and
emotions that pregnancy and parenting brought surprised us
both. Alice experienced severe postpartum depression and
anxiety after our first was born. This experience brought us
to a deeper level of understanding and empathy for people
who are facing difficult pregnancy decisions. We have
always wanted to adopt a child, even since before we were
married. Because of fertility health problems, Alice had a
hysterectomy, so having more biological children is out of
the question. We wanted a way to support and affirm
women who choose life for their children. Because we
always imagined our family having four children, adoption
feels like the perfect choice to complete our family.

Thank you for looking through our profile book. We want
you to know that you are loved, valued, and respected.

Alice and Shannon



We met when Shannon was working with Alice's
brother in Texas. At that time, Alice was only 14, so
a serious relationship wasn't really on either of our
minds. Because Shannon was a family friend, he
came to Alice's sister's wedding years later, and the
two of us reconnected. When Shannon's mom was
very sick with cancer, Alice came to visit and help
out, and we officially became a couple. Grieving
Shannon's mom right at the beginning of our
relationship, while a challenge and not a fun time,
cemented us in a unique way. We got married just a
year after we started dating. Getting married young
has had its unique challenges, but we have sort of
"grown up together." We've gotten to experience life
together in a way other people have not.

Our Love Story

One of our first dates We are engaged! Our first apartment



We have one biological
daughter and two biological
sons. After Clara was born and
we were trying to get pregnant
again, the doctors told us that
we were unlikely to have any
more children naturally because
of hormone and fertility issues.
God blessed us with two more
boys, Alan and Levi. Their
pregnancies were challenging,
and Alice was on bedrest for a
lot of the time. As a result of
health problems, Alice had a
hysterectomy and can no longer
have biological children.

Our Family

Clara was born in 2010.
She is creative and a deep
thinker and a tender big sister.
She loves piano, grammar,
learning Spanish, stuffed
animals, art, and cars.

Alan was born in 2013.
He has a great sense of
humor! He loves drawing,
architecture, video
games, LEGO, and
playing with his siblings.

Levi was born in 2018.
He is a little comedian, and
wants to do everything the
"big kids" do. He loves Hot
Wheels, ice cream, stickers,
and the playground.



Our Pets

We got our dog Rory in 2013. Her mom was a rescue yorkie, and we aren't
sure what she's mixed with. She is the world's happiest dog, so patient and
affectionate. We love to celebrate her birthday every year with a homemade

cupcake, and sometimes we bring them to neighbor dogs, too.

We also have a sweet little
hamster named Samantha.



Our Home
We live in a suburb of Denver, Colorado. We are
thankful to have plenty of space for kids to play, and
a neighborhood with a pool and several playgrounds.
Our street has lots of other kids to play with!

Our backyard

The view down our street in winter

Some of our favorite places in the neighborhood.



Daily Life
Shannon works from home, so
we spend a lot of time as a
family. Alice typically gets up
first to have some quiet and
take a walk before the kids
wake up. We homeschool, so
that is the majority of our
morning/afternoon. Our older
kids go to a weekly
homeschool co-op where they
spend a school day doing
extra-curriculars and making
friends. Thursday night,
Shannon takes all the kids on
a "dad-venture," exploring
different places and activities
in our area—there is so much
to see and do in Colorado!
On Saturdays, we catch up on
errands and tasks, and often
do something fun as a family
or spend one-on-one time
with the kids. Sundays we go
to church and participate in a
family small group.

We love to take family vacations to see new places.
We got to visit Washington state this year. Here we
are on a whale-watching tour in Puget Sound.

At a
Rockies
baseball
game with
our church.



Holidays

Clara dressed up with
donuts for St. Lucia Day, a
traditional Swedish holiday

Shannon and Alan decorating
gingerbread houses

Every year we wrap 25
Christmas books and open
one each day for Advent

We give our kids Christmas
pajamas Christmas Eve Making Christmas cookies

Dressed up as the Incredibles for
Trunk or Treat at our church

Sparklers for the Fourth of July with
Shannon's sister and her husband

Thanksgiving Day 5K with
Alice's cousin

Thanksgiving was very important to Alice's family, so
we try to spend it with them when we can. However,
we do not mind celebrating at home, like we did
during the pandemic year.

This 7-layer Jello is a very
important Thanksgiving
tradition in Alice's family



Shannon's dad regularly comes out to visit
and see his grandchildren. His mom passed
away before we were married, but we
remember her through recipes, books,
photos, and videos.

Alice's parents are retired and spend
much of their time investing in their
grandchildren—planning fun reunions,
FaceTime/Zoom calls, and frequent visits.

Our Extended Family

Alice is the youngest of five kids. She
is very close with all of them and they
talk and text almost daily.

Shannon is the youngest of four kids.
Though scattered around the country,
they keep in touch regularly.

We have a very large and diverse extended family, many of whom were adopted.
This photo was taken at Alice's grandma's 90th birthday party.

There are 26 grandchildren on Alice's side of the
family. A few more have been added since this
photo was taken.

Alice's sister married one of Shannon's
friends, so we are extra close to their family.
They live in California, but we visit often.



Our Friends

We have a lot of close friends who are
very supportive of our adoption! Several
of them have also adopted, and having
that community is wonderful!



Interests and Hobbies:
Alice likes to knit, play piano, spend time
outdoors hiking or walking or kayaking,
read for hours (especially fiction), and
hanging out with friends.

Shannon enjoys computer programming,
design projects, LEGO, taking the kids on
"dad-ventures," video games, reading, and
tinkering with various musical instruments.

As a family, we enjoy getting out of the
house visiting museums or enjoying the
sights of Colorado. We like to travel and
experience new places together.

As a couple, we like to play card games,
watch movies, eat out, paint, and spend
time connecting through conversation.

Home:
Our neighborhood is 10-15 years old, with
a good mix of families and older couples.
Our home has an open floorplan, four
bedrooms, and finished basement with
guest suite. We try to balance a natural
decor with a functional living environment.

Father's Name: Shannon
Occupation:Web Developer
Education: Highschool graduate
Religion: Christian
Date of Birth: August 6, 1984
Hair Color: Black
Eye Color: Blue
Height: 6'4"

Mother's Name: Alice
Occupation: Stay-at-home mom
Education: Highschool graduate
Religion: Christian
Date of Birth: February 4, 1989
Hair Color: Blonde
Eye Color: Blue
Height: 5'1"

Date of Marriage: August 9, 2009

Children:
Clara, biological, born June 7, 2010
Alan, biological, born July 22, 2013
Levi, biological, born December 30, 2018

Pets:
Rory (dog), Samatha (hamster)

Why are you interested in
building your family through
adoption:
We want to support birth parents in a
tangible way. We also would like to
expand our family one more time and
are unable to have more children. We
have always wanted to adopt, Alice
since childhood, and Shannon since
before marriage. The time is finally right.

Openness to birth parents:
We hope you feel that you are a part of
our family, as well! Our ideal situation
could include some holidays together,
pictures, and updates. We are also open
to whatever you are comfortable with,
including closed adoption.

Childcare plans:
Alice stays home with the children and
homeschools them. This child would also
be a part of that. When we have date
nights or appointments, we have a few
trusted local sitters.




